Abstract GC-content, the ratio of guanine and cytosine bases in an entire nucleotide sequence, and palindromic sequences are unique for every organism due to genomic evolution. The goals of our research was to establish a correlation between GC-content and palindromic densities in wild-type viral and randomly-generated genomes. Forty viral genomes were downloaded from GenBank and their GC-ratios and palindromic densities were calculated and plotted using Mathematica. The palindromic densities-by-GC-ratios plot of randomly generated sequences (palindromic density curve) exhibited a quadratic relationship and was superimposed over the viral genome plot. It was observed that the viral plots followed the curvature of the random sequences' quadratic curve, signifying a directly proportional relationship between GC-content and palindrome density in viral genomes. However, because viral genomes require certain nonpalindromic sequences to function, the palindromic densities of most wild-type genomes were under the palindromic density curve. The variance in palindrome densities of wild-type genomes in respect to the random sequences' quadratic curve may be examined to determine evolutionary traits in genomes. A better understanding of viral palindromic densities and GC-ratios would help in understanding conserved secondary RNA structures in viral genomes and future drug discovery. In addition, certain viral genomes were found to be viable recombinant viruses, which are used in gene therapy.
Introduction
GC-content (guanine-cytosine content) refers to the percentage of a nucleotide sequence that is made up of either guanine or cytosine bases. Sequences with a high GC-content tend to be more stable than sequences with lower GC-content due to stacking interactions -not the fact that the GC pair has three hydrogen bonds and the AT pair has two (Yakovchuk et al., 2006) . Interestingly, higher GC-content is speculated to be associated with autolysis (or cell destruction by its own enzymes) which reduces cell longevity despite genetic thermostability (Levin & Van Sickle, 1976 ).
GC-content varies throughout a genome and this variation is speculated to be driven by both selective and neutral processes (Pozzoli et al., 2008; Nishida, 2012) . Genetic recombination and genomic evolution is also directly affected by silent GC-content (Birdsell, 2002) . Hence, low GC-content and AT mutational bias is characteristic of nonrecombining genomes. Due to the codon usage bias in shorter sequences (due to the fact that the stop codon is a higher AT bias), shorter sequences tend to have lower GCcontents while longer sequences have higher GCcontents (Wuitschick & Karrer, 1999 ).
Due to the variation of GC-content in organisms, GC-content has been used as a method of classifying bacteria in higher level hierarchial classification (Wayne et al., 1987) .
DNA palindromes are inverted repeats that read identically from the 5' to 3' end as from the 3' to 5' end. These reverse complementary sequences, which examplify dyad symmetry, differ from lexical palindromes, which are the exactly identical forwards and backwards. The frequency of short palindromes has been found to be useful in comparative genomics by distinguishing and typing species (LampreaBurgunder et al., 2011).
Protein folding rates have been found to be affected by both the GC-content of palindromes as well as palindromic density (Li & Li, 2010) . However, it is not known whether GC-content itself is correlated with the density or occurence of DNA palindromes.
Materials and Methods
Forty viral genomes of different lengths were chosen from information provided by the RNA virus database (Belshaw et al., 2008) , the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses database (ICTVdB) (Fauquet & Fargette, 2005) , and the ViralZone database (Hulo et al., 2011) . All viral genomes were downloaded from NCBI GenBank in FASTA file format (Benson et al., 2009 ). Their GC-contents and palindromic densities were calculated using a Java program (see Table 2 ).
A program was written using the Java programming language to randomly generate genetic sequences based on a GC-ratio input. Because the Random package provided by Oracle is not cryptographically secure, the SecureRandom package was used to randomly generate sequences. The GC-content and palindromic density of randomly generated sequences were used as controls to compare randomly-generated sequences with wild-type viral genomes.
The GC-content of a DNA sequence is calculated by the sum of G and C bases divided by the total number of nucleotides.
The resultant number is known as the GC-ratio of the sequence. Another program was written to calculate the GC-ratios of all randomly generated sequences and viral genomes.
A Java program was also written to count the occurence of perfect (unbroken) DNA palindromes and divide that number by the length of the input sequence (giving a palindrome density) in viral genomes and randomly generated sequences. The palindrome density value is defined by the equation:
for which S is any nucleotide sequence, p(S) represents the sum of palindromes found by the function P (S) (which is the Java program written to search for all palindromic sequences), (P (S)) is the function that returns the length of a palindrome found by function P (S) (to determine whether the palindrome is to be summed), and (S) represents the length as a function of the inputted sequence. Palindromes with a length of 4 are considered to be the shortest palindromes because sequences lesser than 4 would either be nucleotides or insignificant.
It is important to note that this equation to find "palindromic density" provides an arbitrary constant that simply describes the ratio of certain-length palindromes to the length of a sequence. The P (S) algorithm is a computational program written in the Java programming language to find all palindromes in a given sequences. This includes finding palindromes within palindromes. Although this would seem to overestimate the number of palindromic sequences, it gives a better account for palindrome lengths -a factor not included in other palindrome-detecting algorithms which cannot differentiate a long palindrome from a shorter palindrome.
The palindromic densities per GC-ratio of randomly generated sequences were calculated and plotted; there is a quadratic relationship between GC-content and palindromic densities -with the lowest palindromic density at 50% and the highest palindromic densities at the extremas. Random sequences, by their nature, exhibit perfect palindromic density relationships with GC-content whereas wild-type sequences have specific GC-contents and palindromic sequences (some of which are necessary for the genome to function).
In case of the probability of random chance occurences caused by the SecureRandom package, 100 sequences were randomly generated per inputted length and their GC-content and palindromic densities were calculated. By the law of large numbers, the average of each trial's GCcontent and palindromic density would be close to a stable number.
Results
Randomly generated sequences with a GCcontent of 50% demonstrated the lowest number of palindromic sequences whereas sequences with GC-contents of 25% and 75% had equally higher numbers of palindromes (see Table 1 ).
The Mathematica plots of the random sequences' palindromes demonstrated that the palindromic sequences increased linearly as the length of randomly generated sequences increased (see Figure 1) . The 25% and 75% plots exhibit identical slopes while the 50% plot has a more gradual plot with a smaller slope.
GC-contents and palindromic densities of randomly generated sequences exhibit a quadratic relationship (see Figure 2) . Using the Mathematica Fit function, this quadratic relationship is defined by the equation:
Although the quadratic representation has maximas at 0 and 1 (representing GC-ratios of 0% and 100% respectively), wild-type genomes rarely, if ever, reach GC-ratios of lesser than 25% or greater than 75%. The minima of the equation, 0.5 (GC-content of 50%), exhibits the lowest palindromic density.
Forty viral genomes were downloaded from GenBank in FASTA file format through the previously stated databases and their GCcontents and palindromic densities were calculated. These values became ordered pairs (GCcontent, palindromic density) and saved on a comma-separate values (csv) file which was plotted on Mathematica. Palindromic densities (ordinate value) by GC-contents (abscissa value) were plotted and superimposed over the palindromic density by GC-content graph of randomly generated sequences (see Figure 2) .
It was observed that the majority of the GCratios of viral genomes were in the 40% range and almost all viral palindromic densities were below the curve of the random GC-content-palindromc ratio plot.
Discussion
The lowest number of palindromc sequences can be found in the randomly generated sequences that have a GC-content of 50%. The number of palindromes increases as GC-content rises and falls. This is most likely due to the fact that less bases, thus less available combinations of bases, will allow for more palindromes.
As demonstrated in by the viral genomes, there is a slight correlation between GC-content and the presence of palindromic sequences. However, this relationship between GC-content and palindromic density varies per viral genome and there will always be outliers. This is because certain palindromes (such as restriction enzyme or methylation sites) are necessary for an organism to function. Although GC-content and palindromes are used separately to differentiate species, GC-content seems to dictate the palindromic density of most viral genomes, evidenced by how viral points on Figure 2 seem to follow the random palindrome density curve albeit below it.
Palindromic density is also directly affected by the presence of non-palindromic sequences such as microsatellites or sequence motifs that, as aforementioned, code for proteins that are necessary in the functioning of wildtype genomes. These DNA motifs and naturallyoccurring sequences are not accounted for in randomly generated sequenecs. This accounts for why almost all viral palindrome densities exist under the random palindrome density curve.
The degree at which certain viral genomes diverge from the random sequences' quadratic curve may provide details to a genomes' evolution, usage of palindromes (such as for methy-lation sites), and secondary structure stability. There has been record of cytosine methylation in mammalian DNA viruses, so viral genomes with a high GC-content and high palindrome density would have a high presence of CpG islands (sites of methylation) (Hoelzer et al., 2008) .
However, it seems that there are certain sequences whose GC-content has no affect on palindrome density. This occurence is most likely due to an increased number of necessary non-palindromic sequences. These genomes may either still exhibit conserved palindromes which lead to conserved secondary RNA structures, open reading frames, (non)coding regions in introns or exons of sequences (which may be highly conserved structures as well), or viral microsatellites. Understanding microsatellites and their polymorphisms may be important in differentiating different strains of viruses -particularly herpes simplex strains (Deback et al., 2009) .
As observed, the majority of the sequences contain a GC-ratio around the 40% to 50% range. In such a situation, these genomes are described as being slightly AT-rich rather than GC-poor (Musto et al., 1997) . The lower GCcontent is due to the fact that some genomes are short (characteristic of many viruses) and the stop codon of short genomes has an ATbias. In addition, low GC-content is characteristic of nonrecombining genomes, meaning that viral genomes with higher GC-content may be used as recombinant viruses for viral vaccines or gene therapy.
Palindromes are also necessary in the formation of secondary structures -many of which are conserved throughout viral genomes (Fekete, 2000; Hofacker et al., 2004) . Understanding of conserved secondary structures in viral genomes would help in establishing the evolution of these small genomes and would possibly lead to vaccine discovery to target these conserved sequences.
For future research, the palindrome-finding algorithm can be expanded to search for palindromic sequenecs with spacer sequences in addition to perfect palindromes. In addition, further research may be done in comaring the randomly generated GC-contents and palindrome densities (which are unchanging) to the genomes or genes of other species or more complex organisms.
Conclusion
GC-content and palindromic density share a non-linear, quadratic relationship with the lowest palindromic density at a GC-ratio of 50% and higher palindromic densities as GC-ratios approach extreme values.
Most viral palindromic densities followed beneath the random palindrome density curve. This is due to the fact that viral genomes require non-palindromic sequences such as open reading frames (ORF) or splicing sites which are necessary for the natural functioning of a genome and would not exist in randomly generated sequences.
In addition, the palindromic densities of viral genomes may be used to trace the evolution of viruses and through the understanding of conserved structures such as palindromes, future drug discoveries may use this to target certain viral genomes.
Viral genomes with a high palindrome density relative to the random palindrome density curve and a higher GC-ratio (>50%) may be used as recombinant viruses for future vaccines and gene therapy. 
